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Our Vision 

… a future in which healthy 

relationships are actively 

promoted as the basis of a 

thriving society. 



Our Mission 

to develop and support healthy relationships 
by:  

•Helping couples, families and individuals to 
make relationships work better or change with 
minimum negative impact. 

•Delivering inclusive, high-quality services that 
are relevant at every stage of life. 

•Helping both the public and policymakers 
improve their understanding of relationships 
and what makes them flourish.  



What we do 

•Counselling 

•Sex therapy 

•Child contact (supervised) 

•Training- Dispute Resolution courses 

for separated parents 

•Family mediation 



Separation Services 





Objectives Of Mediation  

•Enhance/Increase communication 

•Look at all the ‘what ifs’ in terms of outcome 

•Focus on the needs, wishes and feelings of all 
parties 

•Help participants reach agreements felt by 
each of them to be fair 

•Provide a model for future conflict resolution 
 



Principles Of Mediation 

•Voluntary Participation - They are there 
because they want to be 
 

•Neutrality - The Mediator has no power to 
impose a solution  
 

•Impartiality - The mediator can’t take sides 
 

•Confidentiality - With explained exceptions 
 

•+ there is no focus on guilt or blame 
 



What is Family Mediation 

If parents are separating or divorcing, family mediation helps them sort out disputes 
– without involving big legal fees or going through a long drawn-out court battle.  

 

Professional family mediators help parents work out what happens after they split 
up. Mediators won’t try to get parents back together. They can also help when 
parents have been separated a while and need to sort something out.  

 

A mediator will help both parents explain their concerns and views to each 
other  and will help them both to reach an agreement about things such as where 
the children will live, child maintenance and sharing finances.  

 

Mediation works by helping people find practical solutions that feel fair. 

  

  

 



What are the benefits? 

• Gives parents more say about what happens.  

In court a judge will make the decisions. With mediation parents make 
the decisions. 

• Is less stressful - less conflict between ex-partners.  

If they have children it is less upsetting for them. It can help find ways for 
everyone involved to get on better in the future. 

• agreements can be reviewed and changed if both parents agree – 
e.g. if their situation changes, and as their children get older and have 
different needs. 

• Is easier on children  

when parents co-operate it helps them maintain important family 
relationships. 

• is quicker and cheaper than going through the court process 

helping parents to get on with the rest of their life as quickly as possible. 

  

 



What happens in mediation? 

Mediators meet with parents to discover the issues, 
listen to any concerns they may have and reassure 
them that the process is both confidential and 
voluntary. 

 

During the mediation sessions, the Mediator will 
facilitate negotiation and settlement by providing 
direction and encouragement, working 
collaboratively with all parties and finding creative 
ways to reach a mutual solution. 

 



The Family Mediation 

Process 

The first step is for parents to attend a meeting with the mediator 
so they can find out more about mediation and if it’s right for 
them. This is called a ‘Mediation Information & Assessment 
Meeting’ (MIAM).  They can go with their ex-partner, or they can 
see the mediator separately if they prefer. 

  

After the MIAM, if all agree to try mediation, they will need to 
attend mediation sessions (usually 1-2 hours each). The length 
and number of sessions will depend on their situation.   

  



MIAM Checklist 

•Explain purpose and process (Child Only / Aim / P&F) 

 

•Relationship with Solicitors/Court  Confidentiality/Legal Privilege 

 

•Screening for Domestic Abuse 

 

•Assessment for Legal Aid eligibility / Discuss cost 

 

•Emotional position / Alternatives / Signposting 

 

•Mutually discuss suitability  



Mediation 

 
Mediation focus on  

•Relationship as parents – not ex-partners  

•Benefits of reduced conflict for the family 

•Needs not positions 

 



Making an agreement 

When an agreement is reached, the mediator will 
write it down in a ‘Memorandum of Understanding’ 
so that everyone is clear about what has been 
decided.  

Agreements made in mediation can be made legally 
binding by a court if both ex-partners agree. This is 
sometimes useful if arrangements are meant to run 
over a period of time, such as child maintenance 
payments, or if they want something a little more 
formal to help them both stick to their agreement.  

 



The voice of the child 



Access to Relate Mediation 

• Self referral by phone or email 

• 01305 751781 

• mediation@relatedorset.org.uk 

• Experienced admin to talk through the 

process, explore willingness and discuss 

options. 

Thank you 

mailto:mediation@relatedorset.org.uk

